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Montgomery County Coroner Retires
from US Army after 36 Years of Service
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Dr. (Col.) Kent Harshbarger, Montgomery County Coroner, retired from the U.S. Army Reserve,
February 1, 2020. This milestone capstones a career spanning 36 years of uniformed service
and obtaining the rank of colonel.

Congratulations Dr. Harshbarger

“After 36 years, it feels rather strange not having a reason to put the uniform on,” said
Harshbarger. “I enjoyed my service time and considered it a true honor and privilege. I owe
so much respect and gratitude to those I have served with, from my first infantry unit in the
National Guard to my last assigned role with the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System.”
Harshbarger has worked for the Montgomery County Coroner’s Office since 2002 and has
served as the coroner since 2011. During his time as coroner he has assisted with the training
of many Armed Forces personnel in the field of forensics.

MVRCL Employees Streamline

Harshbarger enlisted in the Illinois Army National Guard at the age of 18. He completed his
college education and received a direct commission to second lieutenant, where he continued
his desire to work in the medical field, specializing in forensic pathology. During this time, he
also earned a Juris Doctor degree in law and later earned a Masters in Business
Administration from Wright State University in Ohio.
Eventually, certain medical specialties, including pathology, were moved from the National
Guard into the Army Reserve, where Harshbarger was assigned to Dover AFB, Delaware, at
the headquarters for the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System (“AFMES”).
AFMES is the only medical examiner system authorized to support the Federal Government
and the Department of Defense. Harshbarger served as the regional medical examiner
including coverage for Wright Patterson AFB in Ohio.
“It was my honor to have served the country,” concluded Harshbarger.
Harshbarger was presented with a Certificate of Retirement from the U.S. Army and a
Certificate of Appreciation signed by the President of the United States.
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A Message from the

Director of Operations

BY BROOKE J. EHLERS
Quarantine is at the top of my mind today.

It’ s during these times that I’m able to see situations more clearly
and have an appreciation for those who don’t get to take a break
from “what life used to be” or for those who put their life on the
line for others. In this field, I have always been hyper-aware of
officer involved shootings or the holidays spent away from loved
ones. This pandemic is different for me. I am closely working
with a staff of around 80 people who are making these sacrifices
to keep our services available to the community. They are
working from home, coming into the facility at the risk of being
exposed, and taking extra shifts so others can adjust their
schedules. Many of them are at high risk for exposure
themselves, yet they come in (or go out), suit up and get the job
done.
I ask that our customers be patient with us during this time. We
understand the importance of your work and the need to have
timely and accurate results and conclusions. It is our goal to
continue to provide you with the same quality services that we
have in the past, as we know you are striving to do the same
within your communities.
So, thank you to the remarkable people I work with – both in and
out of the MCCO/MVRCL building. It has been an inspiration to see
the humanity, servitude, and dedication of the individuals uniting
together during this unprecedented time.
If we run out of toilet paper, it may be a different story!

Brooke J. Ehlers
Director of Operations

“Unhappiness can be like a virus spreading from one person,
to the next person, to the next one and so on. When someone
is mean or rude to you, do not let their unhappiness infect your
own life. If you are the unhappy one, please quarantine yourself
so you do not infect others!” - Jennifer O'Neill, Soul DNA: Your
Spiritual Genetic Code Defines Your Purpose

ehlersb@mcohio.org
937-225-6176
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Safe Sleep Initiative
BY MIKE NOLAN

The Montgomery County Coroner, Dr. Kent Harshbarger, is initiating a “Safe
Sleep” campaign to help educate families with newborn infants on proper way
to position babies in their beds. The campaign will include billboards, public
service announcements (PSA) and a press release to get the attention of the
community.
The campaign will be shared with Montgomery County and Everyone Reach
One Task Force as part of their efforts to combat infant mortality. Recently,
the county received $3.6 million in grant money to facilitate in this goal of
reducing infant death.
“Infant death directly related to Safe Sleep practices not being followed is
something we can control through education,” said Dr. Harshbarger. The first
of several campaigns is expected to run six weeks.
The leading causes of infant deaths are due to premature births, birth defects
and unsafe sleep practices. “Recently, our office has seen an uptick of cases
involving co-sleeping fatalities,” according to Dr. Harshbarger. “We know that
continued education has a direct effect on the number of deaths we see due
to unsafe sleep practices.”
If you need assistance with obtaining help to insure you have the correct
surrounding for your infant, you can contact area hospitals and the
Montgomery County Public Health Department.

Drug Chemistry: Adulterants in Seized Drug Samples
It is no secret that street drug samples are known for being unreliable in regards to what substances they
actually contain without an analysis being performed. Often times, street samples contain different or
additional controlled substances, no controlled substances
at all, adulterants, and diluents that are different from what
the user ultimately believes they have purchased.
An adulterant is any substance in an illicit drug sample that
is not the active ingredient. These can be added to enhance
the high on purpose, used strictly as a bulking agent to
improve profits, or they can be the result of contamination
during the manufacturing process.
Adulterants are common in seized drug samples. The cost
and availability of these substances often dictates their prevalence. The most common adulterants
identified in the drug chemistry section are diphenhydramine, caffeine, quinine, levamisole, and dimethyl
sulfone. These substances can also cause false positives on field tests.
Diphenhydramine and caffeine are both inexpensive and readily available over the counter. They are
commonly present in opioid samples. The chemistry section has received powder submissions containing
only diphenhydramine or caffeine with no other controlled substance present. Caffeine has also been
present in samples containing designer drugs like MDMA (ecstasy) and samples containing cocaine.
Diphenhydramine can produce a blue color using the Cobalt reagent.
Quinine is actually a medication used to treat malaria and has a reported bitter taste that is similar to that
of heroin which makes it easy to mask. This substance is seen quite regularly and is most common in the
opioid samples. Quinine also can produce a blue color using the Cobalt reagent.
Levamisole is an antiparasitic drug commonly mixed in
cocaine samples. In fact, it is the most predominant
adulterant in cocaine. It has been theorized that it
provides a more intense high to the user. According to
the U.S. Department of Justice National Drug Threat
Assessment 2010, investigators are fairly confident
that the levamisole is being added to the cocaine as
part of the production process. The MVRCL has
analyzed kilos of cocaine that also contain levamisole
as recently as February.
Dimethyl sulfone (MSM) is the most commonly analyzed adulterant in methamphetamine samples.
Dimethyl sulfone is marketed as a dietary supplement. It is readily available and is often used as an
adulterant due to its physical appearance being similar to that of methamphetamine.
The chemistry section will report adulterants when no other controlled substances are present. If a
controlled substance is able to be confirmed, adulterants are not typically reported.

For any questions regarding seized drug samples, please contact the chemistry section at
drugrushes@mcohio.org.

MVRCL Employees Process Map the Missouri State Highway Patrol Forensic Lab
Brooke Ehlers and Elizabeth Kiely of the Miami Valley Regional Crime Laboratory (MVRCL) facilitated a
process mapping exercise at the Missouri State Highway Patrol (MSHP) Crime Laboratory in Jefferson City,
Missouri, February 3 – 7, 2020. The goal of the exercise was to identify opportunities to reduce case turnaround-time in the Drug Chemistry section as a whole, covering all 8 laboratories across the state: Jefferson
City, St. Joseph, Macon, Park Hills, Carthage, Springfield, Cape Girardeau, and Willow Springs.
The scope of the project involved mapping the flow of evidence through the MSHP’s Drug Chemistry
department from initial receipt of the evidence through disposition of the evidence, including the review
of data and the release of reports. Facilitators from MSHP led the process mapping training and the
completion of the top-down chart. Facilitators from MVRCL led the conversion to the cross-functional chart
and the session determining opportunities for improvement. Four staff members from MSHP, representing
three of the Drug Chemistry laboratories, were selected as process mappers. Their role was to document,
in a top-down chart, the macro and micro process steps used in performing their work. The top-down chart
was then converted into a cross-sectional chart to represent the Drug Chemistry operations flow process.
Once the process was recorded, other MSHP staff members served as process validators. Their role was to
verify and ensure that the documented process steps were an accurate and complete representation of
the work performed.
After validating the Drug Chemistry process, MSHP mapping team members and management were given
the chance to identify opportunities for potential process improvement. Thirty-five opportunities for
process improvement were identified. Identified and prioritized opportunities will be addressed by MSHP
staff and management over the next few months. Solutions will generally be implemented one at the time
and data will be collected to assess the impact and contribution of the process change to the stated goal
and objective.
In 2018, Brooke and Liz conducted a process mapping exercise for the MSHP’s Toxicology section.

A Message from Toxicology

Proper Documentation and Packaging Procedure for Toxicology
Specimens:
As of 2/26/2020, all cases submitted for operating a veh

As of 2/26/2020, all cases submitted for operating a vehicle under the
influence of alcohol or drugs (OVI) will be analyzed for both alcohol
and drugs. Previously, if alcohol was above a per se limit, drug testing
would not be performed and the submitting agency would need to call
and request the additional testing.
This change is being made to provide a better representation of the
drugs that are present in drivers throughout the regions served by
this laboratory. It also will bring the laboratory into closer agreement
with national guidelines that are currently being drafted.
Of note, OVI cases last year that did receive drug testing were positive
for fentanyl in 215 cases; cocaine in 122 cases; and methamphetamine
in 173 cases.
If you have any questions, please contact the Toxicology Technical
Leader, Heather Antonides (antonidesh@mcohio.org).
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MVRCL TRACE SECTION
Hair as Evidence
By Rachel Newton

Hair examinations are one of the top requests of the Trace Evidence Section. Hair as evidence can be
collected for not only homicides and sexual assaults, but are also seen in burglaries, robberies, and other
crimes. Locard’s Exchange Principle states that “When a person comes into contact with an object or
another person, a cross-transfer of physical evidence can occur”. That transfer of hair from suspect to
victim or vice versa can help determine if these individuals were in close contact at or around the time of
the alleged crime. There are a couple different examinations I can perform with hair.
With all hair examinations, I am looking at the hairs microscopically. First I determine if it is an animal hair
or human hair by looking at the microscopic characteristics. If it is an animal hair, it will only get reported
out as such. MVRCL does not perform animal hair comparisons or animal DNA testing.
If I have a human hair, I will categorize it as a head hair, pubic hair, or body hair. With head and pubic hairs,
I can perform a comparison if known standards are submitted. An adequate known standard should be 2550 pulled head hairs from the 5 different regions of the head (front, top, right side, left side, back) or pulled
pubic hairs from various areas. Do not cut the hairs! It should be noted that hair comparisons are not a
means of identification, and I will only determine if a hair is consistent with an individual or exclude an
individual. Body hairs do not have enough microscopic characteristics to perform a comparison. However, if
a body hair has a root, I can forward that root on to the Serology/DNA section for DNA analysis.
You may also see a report that states there were hair fragments. What this means is that no root was
present on the hair, and therefore I cannot send it for DNA or perform a comparison (if it was a head or
pubic hair).
Another examination is to determine if the hairs have been forcibly removed by looking at the roots. There
are three growth phases to a hair; anagen, catagen, and telogen. In the anagen phase, the hair is actively
growing and is still deeply embedded in the follicle. When a ribbon-like root is observed, what we call an
anagen root, this indicates that the hairs have been forcibly removed. I can never say how they got forcibly
removed, only that there were immature roots present, indicating forcibly removed.
The actual questioned item itself can be submitted where I will do the collection, or the agency may collect
the questioned hairs. When you are packaging a hair(s), use a leakproof paper container of appropriate
size, and double package particulates. Paper packets inside an envelope are the best. Try to avoid taped up
slide boxes as the hair can get stuck to the tape and I may unintentionally cut the hair trying to open the
slide box.

A message from DNA
John Doe Warrant DNA Reports

Ultimately in a criminal case, the final step is to hold the person accountable for their crimes
through prosecution. DNA analysis can be a powerful tool in forensic investigations because of
the potential ability to uniquely identify those involved in a crime. DNA is heavily relied upon to
bear the burden of linking a person to a crime scene in many cases, during both the
investigation and during a criminal trial. But how do you prosecute an unknown person?
Let’s set the scenario: a sexual assault occurs and the victim does not know the perpetrator.
The SANE kit is submitted to the Laboratory. DNA analysis is conducted on a semen sample
recovered from the victim’s body. The DNA profile from the semen sample is entered into the
Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) where it will be searched against other forensic DNA
samples from crime scenes as well as convicted offenders and arrestees.
The hope is the DNA profile from the semen sample will be associated with the DNA profile
from another case, which is solved with a known suspect, or with an arrestee or convicted
offender sample. A CODIS hit like this moves the suspect from known to known and you now
have a person to prosecute.
But as we all know, not every criminal has a sample in the database patiently waiting to hit to
your evidence profile. It is common for DNA profiles from crime scenes to be entered and not
immediately hit. Sometimes a CODIS hit may come years later, if ever. Investigators find
themselves in this situation frequently. They know the genetic profile of the perpetrator and
nothing else about that individual. And if investigators and prosecutors do not learn the name
of the owner of the DNA profile for quite some time, it is possible the statute of limitations for
the offense may prevent prosecution of the crime.
So what to do when you know “who it is” without knowing “who it is”?
Because the State of Ohio allows for John Doe Warrants, the DNA section will issue a John Doe
Warrant Report which contains the DNA profile obtained from the evidence. This report can be
taken to a prosecutor and they can file a warrant on “John Doe” using the DNA profile of the
perpetrator to prevent the expiration of the statute of limitations in a particular case. The DNA
profile from John Doe is now under arrest for the crime, even its many years before you learn
the real name behind your John Doe. John Doe Warrant reports are generally issued in nonsuspect cases that have high quality, single source DNA profiles obtained from crime scene
evidence. A copy of this report is sent to both the investigating agency as well as the relevant
prosecutor’s office.

A Message from Latent Fingerprints
The MVRCL Automated Fingerprint Identification System has a great track record of success
in identifying potential suspects that were previously unknown to the investigating agency.
Here’s more information on AFIS and answers to some common questions:
•

There are more than 330,000 sets of known fingerprints and palmprints on
file in the MVRCL database. AFIS also provides remote access to 5 million+
fingerprints and palmprints on file with Ohio BCI, and more than 75 million
sets of fingerprints in the FBI’s criminal database.

•

In 2019, AFIS searches were conducted in nearly 40% of all cases submitted
to MVRCL with a Latent Print request. 95 total individuals were identified in
71 cases as a result of these searches. In addition, the section reported new
identifications in 58 cases with latent prints previously registered in the
MVRCL unsolved latent database.

Q: Does an agency need to submit elimination prints of victims or other people with legitimate
access before an AFIS search is done?
A: No. While comparisons to a victim can be helpful to narrow down which latent prints are
the most probative, it is not required in every case. Based on case circumstances, the
examiner may occasionally request that victim prints be submitted prior to searching AFIS.
If demographics are provided for the victim, we will also try to locate known prints for
comparison.
Q: If an AFIS search is done with negative results, and the suspect has prints on file in the
databases searched, does that mean the latent print isn’t identified to that person?
A: Not necessarily! While the AFIS system is highly accurate, it is not perfect. It’s possible to
search a latent print and not have the true individual returned as a candidate, even if they
have prints on file. In addition, there are many latent prints of value that can be compared,
but not searched in the available databases. For these reasons, please list names and
demographics of any potential suspects so that a direct comparison can be conducted.
Q: Is there anything different about cases with identifications reported for latent prints
registered in the unsolved latent database?
A: Yes. If a latent print is entered in AFIS, but not identified, it is registered to the MVRCL
unsolved latent database. Each new set of fingerprints and/or palmprints entered in the
database is searched against all of these unsolved latent prints. This list is regularly checked
for potential new identifications. If one is found, the Latent Print Examiner will compare the
images onscreen to reach a conclusion. The results of this onscreen comparison are
reported, and if it is probative to the case or will be used in court, the agency should resubmit
the

original evidence with a request for a full comparison. Performing this type of examination
saves time as some of the registered latent prints may be for cases that are beyond the
statute of limitations, already closed, or identify an individual who may not be relevant to the
case.
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Evidence Technician
Training Course
BY ROBERT HUNKELER
The Miami Valley Regional Crime Laboratory and Montgomery County
Coroner’s Office have re-designed the Evidence Technician Training
Course. The Evidence Technician Training Course is a 2-week (80 hour)
course teaching processing, collection, and packaging of evidence at
crime scenes. Class size is limited to 10, in order to promote practical
instruction and application. Course topics include:
Introduction to Forensic Science
Crime Scene Processing
Alternate Light Sources
Photography to include Night and Alternate Light Source
Crime Scene Sketching, Mapping, and Analysis
Firearms
Chemistry
Toxicology
Fingerprints
Forensic Pathology – Scenes and Interesting Cases
Crime Scene Documentation and Reports
Courtroom Testimony
Trace Evidence
Basic Bloodstain Pattern Analysis
DNA/Serology
Laboratory Procedures (completing laboratory submittal forms)
Basic Shooting Scene Reconstruction
Death Investigation
Autopsy Familiarization
Students will be required to demonstrate their proficiency by
successfully processing a mock crime scene. Techniques of sketching,
photographing, collection and preservation of physical evidence will be
used to complete this requirement.
A comprehensive examination will be given to each student on the last
day of the class. The test will include material from the lectures, handout
material, and practice sessions. A score of 80% or better is required to
pass.
Upon successful completion of the Evidence Technician Training Course,
the officer becomes a Miami Valley Regional Crime Laboratory trained
Evidence Technician.
There is no course fee for member agencies. There is a course fee of
$1250.00 for non-member agencies.

2020 Course
Dates
April -Postponed
May - Postponed
Sept. 14 - Sept. 25
October 19 - October 30
Space is limited.
Hurry & Sign up!!

The Evidence Technician
Training Course
application is located at:
https://www.mcohio.org/
2019application2.pdf
For additional
information, contact
Robert Hunkeler at
937-496-7266 or
hunkelerr@mcohio.org
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Morgue Musings

Montgomery County Coroner’s Office to Train Twelve
“92 Mike” Officers in 2020
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Meet Our Staff

Name:

Megan Senters

Hometown: Lorain, Ohio
Section: Path Assistant - Morgue
Years with MCCO/MVRCL: 3 years in March
Hobbies: Cross Stitch, Baton Twirling, Rugby Mom, shooting range
Favorite Food: My mother’s chicken paprikash
Mentors: My parents & all of the MCCO doctors
Favorite Part of Working at MCCO/MVRCL: I love my Co-workers.
The doctors are amazing. Finding bullets.

Name: Kialee Bowles
Hometown: London Mills, Illinois
Section: Toxicology
Years with MCCO/MVRCL: 4.5 years
Hobbies: Camping, kayaking, and binge-watching true crime
documentaries
Favorite Food: Tacos
Mentors: My sister
Favorite Part of Working at MCCO/MVRCL: Seeing how our lab’s
work has a direct impact on the community we live in…. & my coworkers.
Name:

Kristen Richards

Hometown: Fairfax, VA
Section: DNA
Years with MCCO/MVRCL: 1.5 years
Hobbies: Knitting, reading sci-fi
Favorite Food: Honey cornbread and grits
Mentors: My Dad
Favorite Part of Working at MCCO/MVRCL: The DNA ladies are
awesome!!

Our Wacky Work Family

The MCCO/ MVRCL celebrated
Valentine’s Day with a valentine
box competition between sections.
Congratulation to Firearms for
winning the Best Design.
Pi Day was celebrated by, of
course, PIE!! This was one of the
last days that our MCCO/MVRCL
staff was in the building together.
We look forward to the day that
our staff can once again work and
celebrate together.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q: If an AFIS search is done with negative results, and the suspect has prints on file in the databases searched, it can’t
be his/her print?
A: False! While the AFIS system is highly accurate, it is not 100%. It is possible to search a latent print and not have the
true individual returned as a candidate, even if they have prints on file. In addition, there are many latent prints of value
that can be compared, but not searched in the available databases. For these reasons, please list names and
demographics of any potential suspects so that a direct comparison can be conducted.

Did Anyone Identify
This Object?

Answer: Cross-sections of different
animal hairs under the microscope.

Supplied by Rachel Newton

Thank You from MCCO/MVRCL

Community Service Events
On February 3, MCCO and MVRCL employees had the opportunity to speak
to students at West Carrollton High School who are enrolled in Forensic
Science classes. Mike Nolan represented the MCCO and spoke about the
investigations and autopsy process, and also offered safety tips regarding
seat belt use and infant sleeping arrangements. Jen Yoak and Todd Yoak
represented the MVRCL, with Jen giving an overview of the Latent Print
section and a brief explanation of the work done in the DNA/Serology and
Trace Evidence sections. Todd spoke about the work in the Chemistry
section and the type of exams conducted in Toxicology and Firearms. Each
spoke for approximately 15 minutes and then answered any questions the
students had. We hope the students left with a better understanding of the
education required, day-to-day functions of both MCCO and MVRCL, and a
definite warning that illicit drugs can contain extremely potent and lethal
substances. Thank you to Samantha Lohn, the Forensic Science teacher at
WCHS, for the invitation and facilitating the afternoon.
Also on February 3, MCCO and MVRCL employees provided presentations
to middle school children participating in a forensic science after-school
program in Miami County. An overview was provided of the functions of the
office, information for those interested in seeking an education to work as
a forensic scientist or forensic pathologist, and a question and answer
session. Dr. Bryan Casto represented the MCCO and Jennifer Watson
represented the MVRCL.

4.15.2020 Cindy McGillivary

